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ABSTRACT Proapoptotic phosphorothioate oligonucleotides such as G3139 (an 18-mer) induce Bcl-2-independent apoptosis,
perhaps partly via direct interaction with VDAC and reduction of metabolite ﬂow across the mitochondrial outer membrane. Here,
we analyzed the interactions at the molecular level. Ten micromolar G3139 induces rapid ﬂickering of the VDAC conductance and,
occasionally, a complete conductance drop. These phenomena occur only when VDAC is in the ‘‘open’’ conformation and
therefore are consistent with pore blockage rather than VDAC closure. Blockage occurs preferentially from one side of the VDAC
channel. It depends linearly on the [G3139] and is voltage-dependent with an effective valence of 3. The kinetics indicate at least a
partial entry of G3139 into VDAC, forming an unstable bound state, which is responsible for the rapid ﬂickering (;0.1 ms).
Subsequently, a long-lived blocked state is formed. An 8-mer phosphorothioate, polydeoxythymidine, induces partial blockage
of VDAC and a change in selectivity from favoring anions to favoring cations. Thus, the oligonucleotide is close to the ion stream.
The phosphodiester congener of G3139 is ineffective at the concentrations used, excluding a general polyanion effect. This shows
the importance of sulfur atoms. The results are consistent with a binding-induced blockage rather than a permeation block.

INTRODUCTION
VDAC is the major metabolite pathway across the mitochondrial outer membrane (1–3). It is composed of a single
30–32 kDa polypeptide chain forming a barrel-like channel
(4–6) with a molecular mass cutoff at ;5 kDa for
nonelectrolytes (7). In the open state, VDAC is weakly
anion selective and permeable to multivalent anionic metabolites such as ADP, ATP, and NADH (8–10). At high
positive or negative voltages (.25 mV), the positivelycharged voltage sensor region of VDAC tends to move out of
the channel, reducing the diameter of the channel from ;2.5
nm to 1.8 nm and reversing the ion selectivity (11,12). This
forms the closed states of VDAC. Even though the closure of
VDAC results in only a 40–60% reduction of conductance,
and the size of the channel is still larger than a single ATP
molecule (13), closed VDAC actually becomes impermeable
to ATP (9). Thus, in addition to the channel size, the
distribution of the electric charge in the channel wall is very
important for controlling the flow of anionic metabolites
between the cytosol and mitochondria (14).
This regulation of metabolite permeation through the
mitochondrial outer membrane plays a significant role in
controlling cell death and apoptosis (15). Recent studies on
phosphorothioate oligonucleotides, such as G3139, have
strengthened the linkage (16). Phosphorothioate oligonucleotides have each phosphodiester linkage modified such that
one nonbridging oxygen is replaced by a sulfur atom. This
makes the oligonucleotide resistant to nuclease action.
G3139 is an 18-mer phosphorothioate oligonucleotide that
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is antisense to the initiation region of Bcl-2 mRNA (17). It
was designed to sensitize cancer cells to chemotherapy agents
by downregulating Bcl-2 levels (18,19). However, when
G3139 was introduced into cells, cytochrome c release
preceded the downregulation of Bcl-2. This and the lack of
strict sequence dependence (20) indicated that another mechanism must be responsible for the proapoptotic effect of
G3139. Experiments with isolated mitochondria showed that
G3139 interferes with metabolite flow through VDAC, and
this may partly account for the ability of G3139 to induce
apoptosis (16,21).
Interactions between oligonucleotides and protein channels
have been intensively studied, mainly using the a-hemolysin
channel (22–24). a-Hemolysin forms a heptameric channel
with a diameter of 2.6 nm (25). Unlike VDAC, the a-hemolysin
channel is very asymmetric with a mushroom-like domain
on one membrane surface (25). However, its channel size
is very similar to the open conformation of VDAC. The
permeation of oligonucleotides through a-hemolysin channels (22–24) suggests that they may enter VDAC in a similar manner. This entry may account for blockage of the
VDAC channel.
In this work, we investigated the molecular basis for the
interaction between phosphorothioate oligonucleotides and
VDAC. We propose that partial entry of G3139 into and
subsequent binding to VDAC channels account for the apparent result that G3139 induces VDAC closure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Planar phospholipid membrane studies
Planar phospholipid membranes were generated according to standard
methods (26,27). The membrane was formed from phospholipid monolayers
doi: 10.1529/biophysj.107.105379
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consisting of diphytanoyl phosphatidylcholine, polar extract of soybean
phospholipids (both from Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL), and
cholesterol (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in a 1:1:0.1 mass ratio.
VDAC was purified from mitochondria isolated from rat liver (5,28). A
0.1-ml aliquot of the VDAC-containing solution (2.5% Triton X100, 50 mM
KCl, 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, 15% DMSO, pH 7.0) was stirred into 4–6
ml of aqueous solution containing 1.0 M KCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 1 mM EDTA,
and 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.2) on the cis side of the chamber. The trans side,
containing the same aqueous solution, was held at virtual ground by the
voltage clamp.
After a single channel insertion, a triangular voltage wave at a frequency
of 3 mHz from 52 mV to 152 mV was applied to the cis side. The current
was recorded at a rate of 100 ms per point with no filtering unless mentioned
otherwise. All experiments were performed at ;23°C.
The data were analyzed using the QuB program downloaded from the
web site (http://www.qub.buffalo.edu/wiki/index.php/Main_Page) of the
State University of New York, Buffalo.

Ion selectivity measurements
These were performed in a similar way as above except that KCl
concentration gradients (0.50 M KCl vs. 0.10 M KCl; other components
are: 0.5 mM CaCl2, 1 mM HEPES, pH 7.2) were used and recordings were
made at 1 ms per point with 2-kHz filtering. The salt activity coefficients of
0.5 M KCl and 0.1M KCl are 0.651 and 0.770, respectively. The reversal
potential was measured by a linear fit to the current-voltage curve. The ion
selectivity was estimated using the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz theory.

Oligonucleotides
G3139 was kindly donated by Dr. R. Brown, Genta (Berkeley Heights, NJ).
Phosphorothioate homopolythymidine 8 or 14 nucleotides in length was
synthesized using standard automated phosphoramidite chemistry on an ABI
Model 3400 DRNA/RNA synthesizer. 3H-1,2-benzodithiol-3-one 1,1-dioxide
was used as the sulfurizing agent. The 59-dimethoxytrityl-derivatized oligonucleotides were released form the support by treatment with 400 ml of a
solution containing concentrated ammonium hydroxide and 95% ethanol
(3:1 v/v) for 3.5 h at 55°C. The dimethoxytrityl derivatized oligonucleotide
was dissolved in 50 mM sodium phosphate (pH 5.8), and the solution was
then loaded onto a C-18 reversed-phase SEP PAK cartridge (Watters,
Milford, MA). The cartridge was washed sequentially with 10% acetonitrile
in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, water, 2% trifluoroacetic acid and water.
The detritylated oligonucleotide was then eluted from the cartridge with 50%
aqueous acetonitrile. The purity of the oligonucleotide was confirmed by
reversed-phase HPLC.
The phosphodiester congener of G3139 was synthesized by standard
automated phosphoramidite chemistry. The oligonucleotide was deprotected
as described above and purified by strong anion-exchange HPLC.
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RESULTS
G3139 induces complete conductance loss
of VDAC
VDAC is a voltage-dependent channel. When reconstituted
into planar membranes, it is open at low voltages and tends
to enter low-conducting, closed states at high voltages (.25
mV) (1). There are two independent sets of closed states, one
at positive and the other at negative potentials. The normal
VDAC closure results in only a partial conductance loss (Fig.
1 A), with the remaining conductance generally between
40% and 60% of that of the open state (Fig. 2). When 10 mM
G3139 was added to the cis side of the planar membrane
(same side as the addition of VDAC), rapid flickering of
VDAC conductance occurred in the millisecond time scale.
However, flickering was observed only when negative voltages were applied (Fig. 1, B and C). This is consistent with
the field driving the negatively charged G3139 toward the
lumen of the channel. Each time-resolved conductance drop
during the flickering process reaches a conductance level that
is close to zero. This is clearly evident in the very long-lived
events (Fig. 1 B).
The G3139-induced closure of VDAC is clearly different
from voltage-induced closure. Although both processes are
voltage dependent, the kinetic properties are quite different.
G3139 induces rapid gating accompanied by long-lived
closing events. Without G3139, channels close with slow
kinetics. The extent of closure is much greater (Fig. 2) in the
presence of G3139. This closure often represents a complete
loss of conductance. This complete closure requires direct
interactions between G3139 and VDAC and suggests that
G3139-induced VDAC closure is distinct from the normal
VDAC closing process.
The closed states of VDAC have been shown to be
favored by a variety of polyanions (29). In these cases, the
closure is not distinguishable from normal VDAC closure.
Indeed, the evidence strongly indicates that polyanions act
on the normal gating process by interacting electrostatically
with the positively charged voltage sensor forming part of
the wall of the aqueous pore and favoring its translocation to
the membrane surface (30). However, what appears to be
G3139-induced VDAC closure may actually be blockage of

FIGURE 1 Comparison of normal VDAC closure and
G3139-induced VDAC closure. These figures are from a
typical experiment performed with the same single VDAC
channel in response to 50 mV potential. (A) An example
of voltage-dependent VDAC closure. (B) An example of
G3139-induced rapid flickering and complete conductance
loss of VDAC after addition of 10 mM G3139 to the same
side as the VDAC addition. (C) An expanded scale to show
G3139-induced rapid flickering of VDAC channels. These
results were obtained at 0.1 ms per point and are presented
without any filtering.
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of the distribution of relative conductance of
normal VDAC closure and G3139-induced VDAC closure. G3139 (10 mM)
was added to the same side as the VDAC addition.

VDAC by G3139. This mechanistic distinction is reinforced
by the fact that the equally charged phosphodiester congener
of G3139 does not induce VDAC flickering or conductance
loss (16). It also has little effect on VDAC at the concentrations used to observe the effects of G3139.

G3139 directly binds to a speciﬁc conformation
of VDAC
There are several possible molecular mechanisms that could
account for the observed conductance fluctuations after the
addition of G3139 to VDAC channels. G3139 could induce a
conformational change in VDAC resulting in the occlusion
of the pore. This seems unlikely because VDAC does not
normally close completely. Alternatively, G3139 could permeate through VDAC channels. Its large size and multiple
negative charges might block the channel completely. Thus,
the flickering would reflect the transit time of G3139.
However, one could also propose that G3139 simply binds
to the mouth and inner wall of the channel but does not
translocate through the membrane to the other side. Longlived occlusions would result from conformers of G3139 that
bind tightly to the walls of the channel. A particularly
pertinent observation that addresses this issue was made by
varying the location of G3139 addition. Addition of G3139
to the same side of the membrane as VDAC addition (cis
side) resulted in rapid flickering in ;90% of all experiments.
Addition of G3139 to the opposite (trans) side, resulted in
very little flickering (;10 events per second in 2-kHz
filtering). When G3139 was added to both sides, flickering
was almost exclusively observed when the cis side was held
at a negative voltage (Fig. 3 A). Recall that the G3139 side
must be made negative to induce flickering. The difference in
the rate of flickering was quantified by measuring the time
constant for channel closure (t on, or mean duration of the
Biophysical Journal 93(4) 1184–1191

FIGURE 3 (A) Asymmetric flickering of VDAC induced by 40 mM
G3139 present on both sides of the membrane. A voltage of 50 mV was
applied to the cis side (lower trace) and to the trans side (upper trace). Two
VDAC channels were present in the membrane. Recordings were made at
1 ms per point with 2-kHz filtering. (B) No flickering occurs when VDAC
enters a normal closed state. This is a typical experiment of a single VDAC
with flickering induced by 10 mM G3139 on the cis side. The applied
voltage was 50 mV.

open state) obtained using the QuB program (see Methods).
When the cis side was at 50 mV compared to the trans side,
t on ¼ 9.8 6 0.8 ms, whereas when the trans side was at 50
mV compared to the cis side, t on  100 ms. This asymmetric
effect could arise from a permeation blockage but is more
consistent with an asymmetric binding site.
The asymmetric nature of the G3139-induced flickering
reveals the asymmetric insertion of VDAC (from rat liver)
into planar membranes. This observation agrees with recent
findings about the asymmetric insertion pattern of VDAC
from mammalian sources (31), which is different from observations made with yeast VDAC (32).
These observations also strengthen the hypothesis that
G3139 specifically interacts with one area of the channel’s
surface. The asymmetry reveals specificity for a region of the
protein. There is also specificity for the ligand because the
phosphodiester congener does not induce channel blockage.
The focus is clearly on the phosphorothioate backbone of
G3139 because the specific sequence of bases is unimportant
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(a phosphorothioate composed of just thymidine also induces flickering and full blockage, see Fig. 6). Thus, there
must be some specific affinity between the phosphorothioate
and some region or domain of the VDAC molecule.
The existence of a specific interacting domain on VDAC
is further supported by the observation that G3139 induces
flickering almost exclusively when VDAC is open. When
VDAC is closed (i.e., in a low-conducting state), there is
nearly no flickering (Fig. 3 B). This suggests some specific
interactions between G3139 and the mobile region of
VDAC, the voltage-sensor region (12). This is a positively
charged region and thus ideal for interacting with G3139.
When that positively charged region moves out of the
channel (the gating process of VDAC (12)), G3139 is likely
to still bind to this region, which is mostly outside the pore.
This binding would not induce VDAC flickering or complete
closure.

The kinetics of the interaction
Because G3139 is a charged molecule, the mechanism just
presented would predict the existence of a voltage dependence to the blocking action of G3139. The QuB program
was used to analyze the kinetics of the flickering events. For
these experiments, G3139 was added only to the cis side.
Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the duration of the open
and blocked states of VDAC channels under the influence of
5 mM G3139 and 40 mV. There is a single distribution of
open times indicating a single open state. However, the
distribution of blocked times indicates multiple blocked
states. Some blocked states open quickly as evidenced by
events below 1 ms (Fig. 1, B and C). However, some states
are stable for very long times, resulting in events longer than
0.1 s. Clearly, these are not the same states. To simplify the
analysis, one open state and two blocked states were used to
model G3139-induced VDAC closure:
k
/
open state / blocked state 1
blocked state2 ;
)
)

(1)

where k is the forward rate constant of the first reaction.

G3139 1 VDAC ðopenÞ

FIGURE 4 Example of the distributions of the duration of the open state (A)
and blocked states (B) of G3139-induced rapid flickering of a single VDAC
channel with 5 mM G3139 added to the cis side and 40 mV applied voltage.

Fig. 5 A shows a linear dependence of the rate constant, k,
on the concentration of G3139. This suggests a one-to-one
binding of G3139 to VDAC. The reverse rate constant is
;2000–3000 s1 and does not depend on the concentration
of G3139. The rate constants between the two blocked states
are known with less confidence because these events are very
heterogeneous. Thus:

k1

k2

k1

k2

/
/
G3139  VDAC ðblocked1Þ
G3139  VDAC ðblocked2Þ;
)
)

Clearly, one could fit the data with more blocked states.
There may be a variety of ways for G3139 to bind to VDAC:
different conformers of G3139 and different ways of binding
to the site on VDAC. It is possible that, with time, G3139
may adapt to the VDAC surface, increasing the strength of
the interaction and thus decreasing the rate constant of
dissociation. This latter process is what is modeled in Eq. 1.

(2)

where k1 and k-1 are the forward and reverse rate constants of
the first reaction, respectively; k2 and k-2 are the forward and
reverse rate constants of the second reaction, respectively.
Fig. 5 B shows that k1 is voltage dependent. This is not
surprising because the applied voltage changes the activation
energy between the open state and the first blocked state. The
energy change is equal to nFV (n is the effective valence of
Biophysical Journal 93(4) 1184–1191
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tested shorter phosphorothioate oligonucleotides to achieve
incomplete block and thus detect any change in ion
selectivity. Phosphorothioate oligonucleotides composed
entirely of the base, thymidine, are readily made, and those
of comparable length are as effective on VDAC as G3139.
Even the 14-mer, dT14 has similar abilities to induce rapid
flickering and complete conductance loss of VDAC channels
(Fig. 6). However, the shorter version, dT8, only reduces the
conductance to ;40–60% of that of an open VDAC channel.
The residual conductance remaining after the binding of
dT8 is cation selective (PK/PCl ¼ 2) with a reversal potential
of 14 mV 6 2 mV (mean 6 SE, n ¼ 9). This is
substantially different from the selectivity of the open VDAC
channel (PK/PCl ¼ 0.5). This change in ion selectivity
supports the proposed model that the flickering may be a
result of the interaction of the phosphorothioate oligonucleotides and the inner wall of VDAC. dT8 may not be long
enough to fully occlude the pore. dT10 causes ;70–80% of
full blockage, and dT12 causes ;80–90% of full blockage.
DISCUSSION

FIGURE 5 (A) Concentration dependence of k (see Eq. 1), the ‘‘on’’ rate
constant of G3139-induced rapid flickering of a single VDAC channel at
50 mV. The error bars shown are the standard errors of a single experiment
generated by QuB. The equation in the graph is the result of a linear fit. (B)
Voltage dependence of k1. The error bars shown are the standard errors of
the slope calculated from the linear regression in the concentration
dependence curve. The equation in the graph is the result of an exponential
fit. These results are typical of three independent experiments.

Attempts to make cancer cells sensitive to chemotherapy
agents by knocking down the antiapoptotic protein Bcl-2
have resulted in the generation of a phosphorothioate oligonucleotide that blocks VDAC channels. This blockage
does not depend on the sequence but on the phosphorothioate backbone. These molecules are the most specific
VDAC blockers available to date. They will likely be useful
tools to study the role of VDAC in cellular function.
The blockage of VDAC by G3139 is linearly dependent
on the [G3139], indicating a 1:1 complex. It is also voltage
dependent, indicating that G3139 is entering the lumen of
the channel at least to some extent. dT8, which is eight

the block, F is the Faraday constant, and V is the applied
voltage). Thus, k1 ¼ k0exp(nFV/RT) (k0 is the rate constant of
the same reaction with no applied voltage, R is the gas
constant, and T is the temperature). Fitting the results to this
equation (Fig. 5 B) yields an effective valence of 2.9 6 0.1
(n ¼ 3, mean 6 SE) (T ¼ 295 K). Even though, formally,
G3139 bears a net charge of 18, experiments indicate that an
oligonucleotide composed of 18 bases has a net charge of 9
because of the screening by counterions (33). In the narrow
confines within the channel, the screening effect may be
quite different. In any event, the voltage dependence suggests that at least part of G3139 moved through the electric
field by entering the pore of the channel.
Oligonucleotide binding induces changes
in selectivity
If the oligonucleotide enters the pore of the channel, its
negative charge should alter the ion selectivity. However,
G3139 results in a virtually complete block to ions. Thus, we
Biophysical Journal 93(4) 1184–1191

FIGURE 6 Comparison of VDAC flickering induced by phosphorothioate oligonucleotides of different lengths: dT8 (red trace) and dT14 (blue
trace). These were added only to the cis side. The voltages applied are from
49 mV to 53 mV. These are typical examples from experiments with
KCl gradient (0.50 M KCl vs. 0.10 M KCl; other components are: 0.5 mM
CaCl2, 1 mM HEPES, pH 7.2).
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nucleotides long, produces only a partial block. Full blockage requires a length of ;14 nucleotides. From a molecular
dynamics simulation of a single-stranded DNA oligonucleotide inside a 2.4-nm hole (which is similar in size to the
VDAC pore), the oligonucleotide has a conformation similar
to that of a B-form helix, which has a distance of 0.34 nm
between each base and pitch of 10 bases per turn (34). However, in the simulation the oligonucleotide had no affinity for
the wall of the pore, resulting in a helix with an outside
diameter on 2.0 nm. Affinity for the wall and the larger size
of the VDAC pore (2.5–3 nm) should result in a helix with a
greater pitch, perhaps 12. A minimum of a full turn of the
helix would be needed to achieve complete block, so this
explains why dT8 achieves only an incomplete block. This
also explains the almost linear increase in blockage with
oligonucleotide length.
Our analysis indicates that blockage results in the effective
translocation of three charges through the entire potential
difference across the membrane. If the oligonucleotide were
located entirely within the pore, the 18 charges would be
moving an average of half way through the transmembrane
potential difference. This should result in an effective valency
of 9 if there is no charge screening or ;5 with charge
screening (33). Thus, it appears that only part of the oligonucleotide is located inside the channel.
The ability of phosphorothioate oligonucleotides such as
G3139 to block VDAC channels seems to arise from their
ability to bind to VDAC preferentially from one side of the
channel. The substantial asymmetry of the rapid flickering of
conductance (Fig. 3 A) argues against the possibility of a
permeation block, blocking in transit. VDAC is functionally
and structurally rather symmetrical (1,35), forming a simple
cylindrical pore. Thus, VDAC would be expected to allow
oligonucleotides to permeate equally well in both directions.
Single-stranded phosphodiester oligonucleotides of 30–200
bases have been shown to block the current flow through
a-hemolysin (22–24) as they flow through the channel. The
flickering arising from this transient blockage is asymmetric
(24,36). However, this asymmetry is understandable considering the highly asymmetric structure of a-hemolysin
(25). Indeed a-hemolysin is also functionally asymmetric,
rectifying even in KCl solutions (36). VDAC normally shows
essentially no rectification in its open state (37). Despite
all this structural and functional asymmetry, a-hemolysin
shows a lower level of asymmetric nucleotide block (only
6-fold) as compared to over 10-fold for VDAC exposed to
G3139.
An additional difference between the G3139 block of
VDAC and the observations with a-hemolysin is that much
longer oligonucleotides (200 bases) must be added to
a-hemolysin to obtain blockage lifetimes similar in magnitude to those reported here (23). This indicates that transit
times of short oligonucleotides are too short to account for
the blockage lifetimes we observe without substantial slowing
of the transit by interactions with the walls of the pore.
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A variety of experimental observations provide further
evidence for a ‘‘binding block’’ as opposed to a permeation
block:
1. Phosphodiester oligonucleotides of similar size and
charge should have a similar ability to permeate VDAC
channels as the phosphorothioate congener, yet these fail
to cause flickering (16). This is easily explained by the
binding but not the permeation model.
2. The voltage independence of the unbinding rate for the
rapid flickering suggests that dissociation of the oligonucleotide is the rate-limiting step. Diffusion away from
the site against the field is not rate limiting. In the permeation blockage model, unblockage should be voltage
dependent. Indeed, for a-hemolysin there is an inverse
voltage dependence of the poly[U]-induced blockage time
(23), demonstrating that unblockage is voltage dependent.
3. The long-lived complete closure of VDAC induced by
G3139 cannot be cleared by reversing the polarity of the
transmembrane potential. When permeation of poly[U]
through a-hemolysin results in long-lived blockage, the
channels can be unblocked by reversing the sign of the
potential, consistent with permeation block (23).
4. The shorter phosphorothioate oligonucleotides, such as
dT8, cause only a partial blockage. Note that the permeation blockage model would predict that the length of
the oligonucleotides should determine only the blockage
time (23), not the extent of blockage. Therefore, the binding of G3139 to the inner wall of VDAC and subsequent
conformational changes appear to be the mechanisms for
the observed flickering and complete conductance loss.
One observation that remains mysterious is the long delay
between addition of G3139 and onset of flickering. The rapid
flickering of conductance occurs after ;3–5 min after
the addition of the phosphorothioate oligonucleotide. For
G3139, which has a diffusion coefficient of 2 3 106 cm2/s
(33), it takes ;6 s to diffuse through a 50-mm unstirred layer
next to the planar membrane. Thus, it seems that G3139
needs to adapt to VDAC before flickering occurs. Indeed,
when the concentration of G3139 is increased, it takes about
another 3–5 min for the flickering effect to increase. These
results suggest that there might be some conformational
change of G3139 after addition to the buffer solution bathing
the membrane. We have tried to incubate G3139 with the
buffer solution and heat it before adding it to the system, but
there was still a delay. Another explanation for the delay
might be a slow process of interaction between G3139 and
the phospholipid membrane, which may sensitize VDAC to
G3139 by changing, for example, the surface potential.
Regardless of the fact that, at this stage, we don’t have a good
explanation for this phenomenon, this delay does not affect
the proposed mechanism by which G3139 acts on VDAC.
For a VDAC channel, the transient blocked state (first step
in Eq. 2) is clearly unfavorable because the k-1 is 2000–3000
s1. The on rate, k1, is concentration and voltage dependent:
Biophysical Journal 93(4) 1184–1191
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0.11[G3139]exp(0.11Voltage) mM1s1. At 1 mM G3139
and no applied voltage, the on rate is 0.11 s1. Thus, the
equilibrium constant is 4 3 105 with an unfavorable free
energy change of 25 kJ per mole or 10 kT. The high off rate
can be compensated for by a higher on rate. A higher concentration and the application of a negative voltage obviously
favor binding and make the process feasible. Rapid unbinding of G3139 from VDAC suggests the instability of the
transient G3139-VDAC complex. However, the occurrence
of longer complete closures clearly shows that the intermediate transient state can be stabilized. The analysis shows a
slow on rate k2 and off rate k-2 of the second interaction step
in Eq. 2, suggesting that both of those interactions may involve some slow conformational change of VDAC and/or
G3139. These structural changes make the bound state more
energetically favorable and lead to complete, long-lasting
VDAC closure.
Thus, the G3139-blocked VDAC channel is composed of
an ‘‘open’’ VDAC channel and G3139 binding from one
aqueous surface. Good candidates for surfaces forming the
binding site are the positively charged voltage sensor and
some adjacent region outside the pore. This explains why the
lower-conducting, closed states, whose pore size was estimated to be 1.8 nm (35,38,39), show virtually no flickering
despite being large enough to accommodate the oligonucleotides. However, the unfavorable net charge in the pore of
the closed state of VDAC may also explain the lack of
flickering. Another possible binding site is the nucleotide
binding site in the inner wall of VDAC (13,40). This site may
not be distinct from the voltage sensor region. The importance of phosphorothioate may be a greater affinity for the
binding site on VDAC, allowing the formation of a longlived block to metabolites. In any case, the binding of G3139
to the inner wall forms the completely blocked state, and the
shorter oligonucleotides do not have the capacity to fully
block the channel (Fig. 6). Obviously, the sulfur group is
very important for the binding, as the phosphodiester congener does not cause VDAC flickering and complete closure
(16).
Phosphorothioate oligonucleotides are, presently, the most
specific inhibitors of VDAC channels. Their potency of
blockage/closure of VDAC channels in isolated mitochondria is 50-fold higher than that observed for the experiments
on pure VDAC reconstituted in planar membranes (as
presented here). Perhaps a VDAC-associated protein or lipid
increases the affinity of VDAC for the phosphorothioate. In
any case, this work provides a mechanistic foundation for
understanding effects in cells and organelles.
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